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defensive back Jalen Cunningham has been suspended for three games, after testing positive for a performance enhancing

substance, the school announced Tuesday. Cunningham is one of nine players to test positive in the latest NCAA drug tests, and
the school announced in a statement that the senior is the first of those players to be suspended for a drug-related violation.

Cunningham is expected to appeal the suspension, per a source close to the situation. “I feel badly about the mistake I made, and
I promise to keep working hard to make sure this doesn’t happen again,” Cunningham said in a statement. Cunningham tested

positive for the substance known as Lidocaine, which is a drug that is used for pain management and has been previously linked
to the performance-enhancing drug HGH. “I’ve apologized to my teammates and my coaches for my mistake and I hope they
will accept my apology and help me continue to lead the way in the fight against the use of performance enhancing drugs,” he

said. He was kicked off the team on Aug. 24, though the decision was delayed as the NCAA’s investigation into the issue
continued. The Rams were considered a potential candidate to represent the Mountain West in the Fiesta Bowl, but lost out to
Baylor. Cunningham, a four-star prospect and No. 1 prospect in the state of Colorado, was one of the primary leaders of the
defense this season, and his suspension would give him a bit of a breather before he enters spring football. He’ll return to the

field for the season opener at California on Aug. 31. “We need Jalen’s leadership on and off the field, so I want to be supportive
of Jalen throughout
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